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T he field of Nubian studies has advanced rapidly over 

the past several decades, emerging in the 21 st century as 

a vibrant and increasingly independent discipline, if 

still related to Egyptology in many ways. This special issue reflects 

some of the developments in the field as older sources are 

reassessed and new archaeological projects in both Egypt and 

Sudanese Nubia fill in gaps and populate "dark ages," providing an 

increasingly dynamic and nuanced portrait of Nubia and its 

interactions with Egypt and the Near East. Papers by Williams, 

Gatto and Spencer show how new work is refining and 

transforming our view of Nubia, while those by Khan, Y ellin and 

Francigny, et al., show the potential for the reanalysis of texts, 

monuments and older archaeology in the context of the latest 

discoveries. 

Khan addresses the complicated issue of reconciling Biblical 

tradition with the Egyptian/Nubian, and Assyrian historical 

record. The role of T aharqa at the pivotal battle of Eltekeh has 

important implications for geopolitics of 7th-8th centuries BCE, 

and reminds us of Nubia's leading role in the conflict with an 

expanding Assyrian empire, mentioned in Bible and the Annals of 
Sennacherib. Yellin' s careful reassessment of the evidence for the 

ordering of Meroitic rulers has important implications for 

understanding relationship between this vibrant civilization and 

the Greco-Roman period in Egypt and more broadly the 

Mediterranean world. Her work draws attention to Nubia's rich 

art historical record and the contribution art history can make to 

address critical historical issues. Francigny and colleagues 

demonstrate the importance of an awareness of the extensive 

literature that has developed in Nubian studies since the 1970's. 

They apply an important corrective for future work on the 

important collection from El-Hesa and an appropriate caution for 

use of data from older collections. 

Williams' s survey of the long history of interactions between 

Nubia and Egypt through the Second Intermediate Period 

provides a perceptive counter narrative to the traditional view of 

Nubia as subordinate to Egypt. He combines recent archaeological 

and epigraphic discoveries with a re-assessment of older sources to 

trace both Egypt's wider engagement with the rest of Africa along 

with an acknowledgement of our growing awareness of Nubia as a 

credible rival to Egypt, sometimes penetrating into and impacting 

the trajectory of Egyptian civilization. Williams also discusses the 

significance of the fourth cataract in light of the recent salvage 

campaigns connected with the recent construction of the Merowe 

Dam. 1 Previously thought of as a largely empty periphery, it is now 

clear that the region was occupied during this period, with 

important implications for Egypt's trade networks and 

interactions with W awat, Kush, Punt, and the peoples of the 

Eastern Desert, including the Medjay. He highlights one of the 

most important recent discoveries expanding the range of Egypt's 

interconnections with the rest of Africa, the early Middle 

Kingdom Gebel Uweinat Inscription mentioning Yam. 

Combined with evidence for the caching of water for caravans on 

a route running from Dakhla Oasis to the GilfKebir, known since 

the early 20th century but only recently investigated systematically 

by Rudolph Kuper' s ACACIA project,2 this new evidence strongly 

implies that Yam was not along the Nubian Nile but located far to 

the West, most likely Darfur or the area around the Ennedi 

mountains in Chad.3 

Figure I: Bes Amulets found in situ on one of a handful of 

woman buried in flexed Nubian style at Tombos 

(c. 1350 BC) 
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figure 2: Early Third Intermediate Period (ca. tenth century BCE) tumulus at Tombos with east-west 

oriented shaft and remains of a supine bed burial (the trenches are for the bed legs). A Bat

Hathor amulet found in situ on a similar tumulus burial. 

Gatto' s paper demonstrates that there is still much 

archaeological work to do in Egypt that can shed light on Nubian
Egyptian relations outside of submerged Lower Nubia.4 Her 

innovative microhistorical approach employs anthropological 

models combined with careful archaeology to create a nuanced 

understanding of the social and economic dynamics of the Pan 

Grave people and their interactions with Egypt and maintenance 

of Nubian cultural practices and identity. One of the most 

important developments in Nubian Studies is the increasing pace 

of archaeological research, like Spencer's Amara project, being 

conducted in Upper Nubia, previously a region that was poorly 

understood. In particular, excavation by several expeditions at 

N cw Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period sites is bringing 

inco focus the complexity of interactions in the New Kingdom 

colony and during its afi:ermath. It is clear now chat while there 

may have been population shifts, the region was not depopulated, 

abandoned or the colonial population somehow "withdraw n" at 

the end of the New Kingdom, but settlement continued even at 

former colonial sites like Amara West and Tombos, helping to 

explain the rapid emergence of the Kushite Dynasty.5 Spencer's 

work reflects a picture appearing throughout the region of a 

complex two-way entanglement of Nubian and Egyptian cultural 

features, pointing up the inadequacies of Egyptianization models 

that sought to homogenize Nubia and posited the disappearance 

of Nubian culture in face of a superior Egyptian civilization.6 

Both Spencer and Gatto take advantage of the 

anthropological theoretical framework of cultural entanglement, 

which is gaining growing currency as an effective way of 

understanding the legacy of colonialism and cultural interaction 

in the present and both the recent and distant past.7 Entanglement 

talces into consideration the agency of both indigenous and 

intrusive groups, in spite of the often unequal relationship 
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between the two thH ch,1rnccerize violent conquest and 

occupation. Cultures do not interact; people do in an active 

process of incercultural consumption involving the appropriation 
and adaptation, buc also indifference to and rejection of different 

objects or practices.8 The impact of ancient Egyptian culture in 
Nubia nried ,1cross both space ,md time, but also within different 

social contexts, producing the kind of heterogeneous cultural mix 

described by Spencer rather than che homogcnous assimilation co 

Egyptian norms throughout Upper and Lower Nubia predicted by 
Egyptianizacion models. 

Egyptian influence ,vas felt most he,1vily during che early New 

Kingdom and from the flrsc through che third cataract. For 
example, the Lower Nubian cemetery Fadrus, which runs through 

the late 18th Dynasty, reflects a nearly complete adoption of 

Egyptian burial practices. Ac the same time, flexed burials continue 
to appear rnrely there and ,1t other Lower Nubian sites, a cultural 

entanglement that resulted in the juxtaposition rather chan the 

interweaving of E1:,1yptian and Nubian burial practices. A similar 
pattern prevails at Tombos, where both colonises and individuals 

of Nubian ancestry are buried in Egyptian style, but to date six 
burials of New Kingdom Nubian women have been found in 

Nubian style position, suggesting chat a gendered dynamic also 

prevailed at this colonial site and perhaps at ochers. A more subtle 

expression of cultural entanglement comes from one of these 
women, who wore amulets of che popuhr household deity Bes 

around her neck in spice of her (and/ or her relatives) insistence on 
a flexed burial (Fi1:,'l1re 1). Meanwhile, in a domestic concext at the 

second cataract fortress of Askut, which was founded in the 

Middle Kingdom, Nubian cooking pottery increases in 
proportion sce,1dily through the New Kingdom, when it 

dominates the cooking assemblage, resonating with the presence 

of Nubian cookpots at Amara West and ocher colonial sites. 
Contradicting Egypcianiiacion models that posited the complete 
disappearance of Nubian culture throughout the empire, the 

persistence of Nubian style burial practices, cuisine/ ceramic 
cradicions, and other aspects of material culture demonstrates chc 

complexities of entanglements and the resilience of Nubian 

culture even in the face of colonization and the widespread 

adoption of Egyptian cultural features. 
Recent archaeological surveys and excavation are also 

showing that different colonial strategies produced different 

outcomes within Nubia. The impact of Egyptian culture above the 

third cataract appears to have been more ephemeral, supporting 

Morkoc's argument for a more hands-off colonial policy chat 
allowed a certain degree of cultural and political autonomy in the 

former Kushitc hcarcland.9 Lending support to chis model, tombs 

in che Upper Nubian cemetery ofHillat cl Arab exhibit a number 
of departures from Egyptian practices, reflecting more of an 

"Archaeological Projects T he Merowe Dam 

Atchacological Salvage Project (MDASP)," 
International Society for Nubian Studies, accessed 

interweaving of culnmJ features than the juxtaposition chat seems 

to characterize contemporary coloni,J sites below the third 

cataract. For example, painted decoration in the otherwise 
Egyptian style substructures resembles Nubian rock arc rather 

than following Egyptian canons. Although the individuals are 

phced in communal crypts extended on their b,1cks in Egyptian 
fashion, there arc no indications of coffins, an important feature 

of E1:,,yptian burial practice amongst the elite and well down the 

social ladder. Additionally, their orientation is variable compared 
to the standard Egyptian position with head cowards the west. 

Traces of beds, a Nubian practice, were found underneath burials 

in chc inner rooms, which the excavator, Irene Vinccntclli, 
attributes to the local administrator. 111 There are also a lack of 

specialized funerary objects like heart scarabs and Ushabtis that 

one might otherwise expect in an elite comb, suggesting adaptation 
rather than the adoption of Egyptian practices and beliefa. 

Although I have argued against the idea put forward by Save

Sodcrbcrgh, Torok and most recently van Pdtu that chc absence 
of these items is an indication of a lack of real cultural assimilation 

in non-elite burials at Lower Nubian cemeteries like Fadrus, their 
absence in the combs here is celling since these kinds of objects are 

do not reflect 'normal' E!,,,ypcian practices but arc strongly 

correlated with elite social status in Egypt.12 

As Spencer documents here for Amara West, the social 
dynamic becomes more complex below the third cataract over the 

course of the empire as ,1 result of long-term entanglements, 

leading to a more heterogeneous society blending and 

reinterpreting Egyptian and Nubian elements. In addition to the 

evidence from the settlement discussed here, a mix of Egyptian 
practices like extended burials in coffins and native Nubian forms 

like cumuli appear in the cemeteries at Amara. The pattern is 

similar in the Ramcsside and later tombs at Tombos, reflecting a 
multicultural setting where individuals blended Egyptian and 
Nubian cultural features (Figure 2). There are nevertheless 

substantial differences in the nature of the entanglements at each 
site, expressed through variability boch within and between the 

cemeteries - for example in the contrasting use of communal shaft 

and chamber burial complexes beneath cumuli at Amara and only 
simpler shaft and side chambers with bed burials in cumuli at 

Tombos, as well as the appearance flexed burials of women into 

the Ramesside and Third Intermediate Period in both Egyptian 
style mud brick tombs and Nubian style tumuli_B This complex, 

heterogeneous pattern reinforces Spencer's call for a nuanced 

diachronic, bottom up approach emphasizing lived. experience, 
showing how the inhabitants of coloni,J centers interwove 

E1:,,yptian and Nubian cultural features in both daily life and burial 

practice, accepting some aspects of each, but rejecting and 

adapting others. 

hbnrnry 20, 2014, www.nubiansociety.org/ 
archacologicalprojccrs.hcm. 
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